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Abstract 

Ibarra, O.H. and N.Q. Trgn, Synchronized finite automata and 2DFA reductions, Theoretical 
Computer Science 115 (1993) 261-275. 

We establish a tight hierarchy of two-way synchronized finite automata with only universal states on 

the number of allowed processes (Y(ZSUFA(k-proc)) c Y(ZSUFA((k+ 1)-proc))) by studying the 

reduction functions made by two-way deterministic finite automata with a one-way write-only 

output tape. As corollaries, we show that, for every k> 1, Y(2SUFA(k-proc)) has a complete set 

under 2DFA reductions and is not closed under Boolean operations. 

In contrast, we show that the corresponding hierarchy collapses for unary alphabets; this follows 

from our characterization of U,^=, Y(2SUFA(k-proc)) to be exactly the class of unary regular 

languages. Note that, for binary alphabets, it was shown by Ibarra and Trln (1990) that 

Y(2DFA) c uz=, Y(2SUFA(k_proc)) c Y(2DFA(2_heads)). 

On the other hand, we show that synchronization dramatically enhances the power of pushdown 

automata. In fact, even under the severe restriction of the pushdown store to a counter making only 

one reversal, synchronized pushdown automata still recognize all recursively enumerable languages. 

1. Introduction 

Synchronized alternating Turing machines (SATM) were introduced in [4] to study 

the effect of allowing processes of an alternating Turing machine to communicate via 

synchronization. Informally, a synchronized alternating machine is an alternating 

machine with a special subset of internal states called synchronizing states. Each of 

these synchronizing states is associated with a synchronizing symbol. If, during the 

course of computation, some process enters a synchronizing state, then it has to wait 
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until all other processes enter either an accepting state or a synchronizing state with 

the same synchronizing symbol. When this happens, all processes are allowed to 

continue their computation; otherwise, the machine is said to have a deadlock. 

A computation is successful if no deadlocks occur and all processes terminate in 

accepting states. 

It turns out that synchronization significantly increases the computational power of 

alternating Turing machines [l, 3, 6, 8-l 11. In fact, despite the severe restriction of 

space used to a constant, synchronized alternating finite automata are still very 

potent. It was shown in [3] that ,W( 1 SAFA) = Y(2SAFA) = NSPACE(n), i.e. one-way/ 

two-way synchronized alternating finite automata recognize exactly the class of 

context-sensitive languages. This contrasts with the well-known results that neither 

nondeterminism nor alternation increases the power of finite automata beyond 

accepting regular languages. 

Since then, various restrictions have been placed on synchronized finite automata 

to make them more realistic models of real-world parallel computers. One way is to 

restrict the number of processes available (which corresponds to the number of 

processors) to a constant. Hromkovic et al. [3] nicely characterized one-way and 

two-way synchronized finite automata with a constant number of processes in terms 

of multihead nondeterministic finite automata and, thus, obtained tight hierarchies of 

these machines on the number of processes. It was shown there that, for any k> 1, 

(i) LY( 1 SAFA(k-proc)) = _Y( lNFA(k-heads)), 

9(2SAFA(k-proc)) = 9(2NFA(k-heads)) 

and, therefore, 

(ii) LY(lSAFA(k-proc))c Ip(lSAFA((k+ l)-proc)), 

9(2SAFA(k-proc))c 9(2SAFA((k+ 1)-proc)), 

where 1 SAFA(k-proc) denotes one-way synchronized alternating finite automata with 

at most k processes, lNFA(k-heads) denotes one-way k-head nondeterministic finite 

automata, and ZSAFA(k-proc) and 2NFA(k-heads) denote the respective two-way 

counterparts. 

Another way to restrict the power of synchronized finite automata is to allow 

only universal states so that they reflect the deterministic nature of real-world 

computers. It is natural to ask whether similar characterizations of Z(lSUFA(k- 

proc)) and 9(2SUFA(k-proc)) can be found, where lSUFA(k-proc) denotes one- 

way synchronized alternating finite automata with only universal states and at 

most k processes, and 2SUFA(k-proc) denotes the two-way counterpart. Ibarra 

and Tran [6] showed that in terms of deterministic multihead finite automata 

(1 DFA(k-heads) and 2DFA(k-heads)), no similar nice characterizations exist, 

since Y(lDFA(2-heads))- lJ,“=, _Y(ZSUFA(k-proc))#@, and UF,, 9(2SUFA(k- 

proc)) c 9’(2DFA(2-heads)). However, a tight hierarchy of lSUFA(k-proc) was 

obtained directly with techniques in Kolmogorov complexity theory. Hence, Ibarra 

and Tran [6] showed that, for k>2, 

(i) Y(lSUFA(k-proc))cY(lDFA(k-heads)), 

9(2SUFA(k-proc)) c 9’(2DFA(k-heads)) 
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and 

(ii) y(lSUFA((k- I)-proc))c P’(lSUFA(k-proc)), 

and left as an open question whether the corresponding hierarchy 2SUFA(k-proc) 

is tight. 

In this paper we answer this question in the positive. In fact, we show an analog of 

the Yao-Rivest result [ 123 for lSUFA((k + 1)-proc) and 2SUFA(k-proc), namely, 

_‘Z(lSUFA((k + l)-proc))- 9(2SUFA(k-proc))#@ for k> 1, by studying reductions 

made by two-way deterministic finite automata with a write-only output tape. A tight 

hierarchy of 2SUFA(k-proc) follows from this result, as well as the corollary that, for 

every k 3 2, dp(2SUFA(k-proc)) has a complete set under 2DFA reductions and is not 

closed under intersection, union, or complementation. 

Next we show that, when restricted to unary alphabets, u,“= 1 9(2SUFA(k-proc)) 

is exactly the class of unary regular languages. This characterization implies that the 

hierarchies of lSUFA(k-proc) and 2SUFA(k-proc) collapse; in contrast, while the 

hierarchy of lSAFA(k-proc) collapses, the hierarchy of 2SAFA(k-proc) is proper and 

tight, since .9(2NFA(k-heads)) c Y(2NFA((k + l)-heads)) hold even for unary lan- 

guages [7]. 

Finally, we consider the power of synchronized pushdown machines. We show that 

synchronization dramatically enhances their power, since even under the severe 

restriction of the pushdown store to a counter making only one reversal, synchronized 

pushdown automata still recognize all recursively enumerable (r.e.) languages. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives definitions relating to 

synchronized alternating Turing machines and 2DFA reductions. Section 3 states 

a technical result and uses it to obtain the tight hierarchy of 2SUFA(k-proc), the 

complete sets under 2DFA reductions, and the nonclosure properties under Boolean 

operations. It is also shown there that over unary alphabets, u,“=, 9(2SUFA(k- 

proc)) is exactly the class of regular languages. Section 4 discusses the power of 

synchronized pushdown automata, and Section 5 concludes the paper with a proof of 

the technical result. 

2. Definitions 

A 2DFA transducer is a 2DFA T with a two-way read-only input tape, a one-way 

write-only output tape, and C and 17 as its input and output alphabets, respectively. 

L(T)gC* denotes the language accepted by 2DFA T, T(w)EI~* denotes the word 

generated by Ton input w, and K(T)sI7* denotes {T(w): WEI*}. 

Let L1 EC* and L2 c Il*. We say that L, is 2DFA-reducible to L2 (L, d ZDFA L2) if 

there is some 2DFA transducer T such that T(w)E L2 iff wEL, . A language L is said to 

be complete under 2DFA reductions for a class of languages %? if LE%? and, for every 

CEV, c Q ZDFA L. 
Synchronized alternating Turing machines are formally defined in [6]; we describe 

only their salient features here. An SATM M is an alternating Turing machine whose 
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internal state set Q is augmented with a synchronizing alphabet C in the following 

way: each state of M is either an internal state in Q, or a pair of an internal state in 

Q and a synchronizing symbol in C. M accepts x if there is an accepting computation 

tree T of M on x (in the usual sense for ATM) and, furthermore, each sequence of 

synchronizing symbols associated with a path in T is a prefix of a common string in 

C*. Intuitively, the sequences of synchronizing symbols serve to communicate in- 

formation among the processes at various stages of the computation. 

lDFA(k-heads), lNFA(k-heads), 2DFA(k-heads), 2NFA(k-heads) denote the one- 

way and two-way versions of deterministic and nondeterministic, k-head finite auto- 

mata. lSUFA(k-proc), lSAFA(k-proc), SUFA(k-proc), SAFA(k-proc) denote the one- 

way and two-way versions of universal states only and general synchronized alternat- 

ing finite automata whose computation trees on any input w have at most k leaves. 

lNPDA(k-heads) denotes one-way k-head pushdown automata; SA-k-reversal-c-CA, 

SA-AUX-PDA, SA-AUX-SA, SA-AUX-NESA denote the synchronized versions of 

c-touter automata with finite reversal, auxiliary pushdown automata, auxiliary stack 

automata, and auxiliary nonerasing stack automata, respectively (see [S] for formal 

definitions of these pushdown machines). 

For each w in r”={w, #w2# ... #w,: w,~{0, l}*}, w(i) denotes its ith subword, 

and w(i, j) denotes the jth symbol of w(i). And, finally, c denotes proper inclusion for 

classes of languages. 

3. Main results 

We begin by stating a technical result, which we will use to obtain our main and 

related results. Its rather complex proof appears in Section 5. 

Definition 3.1. For each n3 1, let 

L,= Oe1#Oe2# . . . #CP: e,= max ei , 
1QiSn I 

K,={xl#x2# ... #x,EP: 3i<ll Vj<n (Xj is U prejix OfXi)}. 

Theorem 3.2 (technical result). L,+ 1 $ ZDFA K, for n > 1. 

A tight hierarchy on k for UT= 1 _%‘(2SUFA(k-proc)) follows from this result. In fact, 

we can show even more. 

Theorem 3.3. Y(lSUFA((k+ l)-proc))-9(2SUFA(k-proc))#ofor k>, 1. 

Proof. It is easy to see that L,, I can be accepted by a lSUFA((k+ 1)-proc) M. On 

input x, M splits into k+ 1 processes. Each process pi produces a sequence of 

synchronizing symbols 0’1, where Ii is the length of the ith segment of x (we can assume, 
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without loss of generality, that x has the correct form.) The first process also produces 

an extra synchronizing symbol 1 at the end of its sequence. Clearly, XEL~+~ iff 

M accepts x. 

On the other hand, if there is some ZSUFA(k-proc) N that accepts Lk+ 1, then N can 

be converted into a 2DFA transducer N’ that reduces Lk+ 1 to K, as follows. First we 

observe that N has at most k processes and, furthermore, on all inputs, each process of 

N can be made to halt due to its deterministic nature and the form of strings in Lk+ 1. 

Then we can construct a halting 2DFA N’ that uses a stack of constant size in its finite 

control to simulate sequentially each of the k processes of N. N’ outputs the corre- 

sponding synchronizing symbol whenever the simulated process enters a synchroniz- 

ing state. When a process terminates, N’ outputs a # before simulating another 

process, unless there is no more left. 

If at any time N’ detects that the process being simulated is looping, then N’ outputs 

k # ‘s and stops. 

Clearly, x E Lk + 1 iff N’ on x outputs a word in Kk and, hence, Lk+l dzDFA Kk. But 

this contradicts Theorem 3.2. 0 

Corollary 3.4. For k> 1, the following are true: 

(i) ?Z’(lSUFA(k-proc))c.Y(lSUFA((k+ 1)-proc)), 

(ii) 9(2SUFA( k-proc))c _Y(2SUFA((k + I)-proc)), 

(iii) Kk is complete under 2DFA reductions for 9(2SUFA(k-proc)). 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.3. 0 

It was shown in [6] that $P(lSUFA(k-proc)) is not closed under complementation, 

union, or intersection for k32, and that Y(2SUFA(k-proc)) is not closed under 

complementation for k > 2. We are now able to show the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.5. 5?(2SUFA(k-proc)) is not closed under intersection or union for k32. 

Proof. Let k 22 and 

Rk= O”#O”# . . . #O’*+I: e,= max ei 
lQi<k 

Sk= ()“#Oe*# . . . #Oek+‘: q= max ei . 
ldi<k-l,k+l I 

Then both Rk and & are in P((ZSUFA(k-proc)), but RknSk=Lk+ 1 is not. This 

proves the nonclosure of 9(2SUFA(k-proc)) under intersection. 

Define I!J,={O”#O’~#O”~: e,>ez & e1,ez,e3>0}, UZ={Oe’#Oe2#Oe3: e1>e3 

& e1,ez,e330}, and U=U1uU2. Clearly, both UI and Uz are in 9(2SUFA(2- 

pro@), but, by Corollary 5.1, U is not in _Y’(2SUFA(k-proc)) for any k > 1. This proves 

the nonclosure of Y(2SUFA(k-proc)) under union. 0 
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For the remaining of this section, we restrict our consideration to unary alphabets. 

We first give a characterization of u,“= 1 9(2SUFA(k-proc)). 

Theorem 3.6. _9’(2SUFA(k-proc)) over unary alphabets is the class of regular sets 

for all k> 1. 

Proof. Recall that input alphabets are unary. It was shown in [2] that 

u,“= 1 lNPDA(k-heads) accepts only regular languages. Hence, it suffices to show that 

if L is accepted by some 2SUFA(k-proc) M then E is accepted by some lNPDA(k’- 

heads) M’. Without loss of generality, we can assume that M, after some deterministic 

moves from the start of the computation, splits into k deterministic processes. Since 

the input alphabet is unary and the processes of M are deterministic, the input head of 

each process can change direction only at the first or last c squares of its input, and at 

most t times without going into a loop, for some constants c and t depending only on 

M (see Lemma 5.2 for details). Hence, M can be modified so that its processes never 

get into an infinite loop on any input. 

If M rejects input x, then either one of its processes finishes in a nonaccepting 

state, or the synchronizing sequences of two processes differ at some bit. In the 

former case, M’ needs only to choose a process and verify that it halts in a non- 

accepting state. Below we show how M’ on input x verifies the latter condition. First, 

M’ nondeterministically chooses a process to simulate. Since a process of M changes 

the direction of its input head at most t times and only at the first or last c squares, 

M’ needs at most t one-way heads to perform the simulation by using a new head 

every time the simulated process reverses the direction of its input head. Further- 

more, whenever the process enters a synchronizing state, M’ pushes a symbol on 

its pushdown stack. At some point, M’ decides that the last synchronizing symbol 

witnesses a discrepancy, remembers it in its finite control, and nondeterministically 

chooses another process to simulate. This time M’ pops a symbol from its push- 

down stack every time the second process enters a synchronizing state. M’ accepts 

iff there is indeed a discrepancy between the two synchronizing sequences. Note 

that M’ uses at most 2t one-way input heads. 0 

Corollary 3.7. Let the input alphabet be unary. For k> 1, the following are true: 

(i) _G?(lSUFA(k-proc))=.Y(lSUFA((k+ 1)-proc)), 

(ii) 9?(2SUFA(k-proc)) = 9(2SUFA((k + 1)-proc)), 

(iii) _Y(lSAFA(k-proc))= _Y(lSAFA((k+ l)-proc)), 

(iv) 9(2SAFA(k-proc)) c 9(2SAFA((k + l)-proc)). 

Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 3.6. (iii) follows from the fact that a 

lSAFA(k-proc) can be simulated by a lNPDA(k-heads) and from [2]. (iv) follows 

from the characterization of 2SAFA(k-proc) as 2NFA(k-heads) [3] and from the result 

that 9(2NFA(k-heads)) c .Y((ZNFA((k + 1)-heads)) over unary alphabets [7]. 0 
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4. Synchronized pushdown automata 

We have seen that the accepting power of nondeterministic multihead pushdown 

automata is very limited over unary alphabets. It is surprising that the accepting 

power of synchronized pushdown automata is on the other end of the computational 

spectrum, namely, synchronized pushdown automata recognize all recursively enu- 

merable sets. In fact, the following theorem shows that even for a severely restricted 

model of pushdown automata, the claim still holds. 

Theorem 4.1. Every r.e. language can be accepted by a synchronized alternating 

one-reversal one-counter machine. 

Proof. It suffices to show that every deterministic two-counter machine M can be 

simulated by a synchronized alternating one-reversal one-counter machine M’, since 

deterministic two-counter machines can recognize all r.e. languages [S]. At the 

beginning, M’ splits into five processes h, pl, p2, q1 and q2; the difference of p1 and p2 

represents the content of counter c1 of M; the difference of q1 and q2 represents the 

content of the other counter c2. Process h represents the state and input head position 

of M. 

Every move by M is simulated by M’ as follows. Process h first guesses whether 

the counters c1 and c2 are empty, and then produces the synchronizing symbol 

[q, a, sl, s2], where q is its current state, a is the symbol under its input head, and s1 

and s2g{0, 1) denote whether the counters are empty. Each of p1 and p2 tries to guess 

and produce the symbol [q,a,s1,s2]. Furthermore, p1 and p2 need to verify that s1 

reflects correctly the state of counter cl, which together they represent. Let us say that 

they have to verify that c1 is not empty. The next paragraph explains how this can be 

done. To verify that c1 is empty, a slightly modified method can be used. 

To perform the verification, p1 spawns an identical process ul, and p2 spawns an 

identical process u2. Process u1 then produces a special synchronizing symbol B and 

then deterministically produces a special synchronizing symbol I for every symbol it 

pops off its own counter until it becomes empty. Finally, u1 produces a special 

synchronizing symbol E and halts in an accepting state. Similarly, process u2 produces 

a B and then produces an 1 for every symbol it pops off its own counter, until at some 

point u2 nondeterministically decides that it has produced the same number of 1 as ul, 

and its own counter is still not empty. It then produces an E and halts in an accepting 

state. Meanwhile, the other processes h, pl, p2, ql, q2 guess and produce a sequence of 

synchronizing symbols of the form Bl i E for some i 3 0; their counters remain the same 

during this period. 

Next, each of q1 and q2 tries to guess and produce the symbol [q,a,s1,s2] and, 

furthermore, they need to verify that s2 reflects correctly the state of counter c2, which 

together they represent. Again, the verification is as described above for p1 and p2. 

After s1 and s2 have been verified, h,p,,p,, ql,q2 update their configurations 

according to the next move of M dictated by [q, a, sl, s2]. Process h moves its head 
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and updates its internal state to reflect the new state and input head position of M. To 

increment counter ci, p1 does nothing while p2 increments its counter. To decrement 

counter cl, pi increments its counter while p2 does nothing. Counter c2 can be 

decremented or incremented with the same method. If q is an accepting state, then 

h, pi, p2, ql, q2 halt in accepting states. 

Now, it is clear that there is an accepting computation tree of M’ (in which all 

processes accept and synchronizing sequences of h, pl, p2, ql, q2 and of the processes 

they spawn are prefixes of a common string) iff all processes accept, all corresponding 

guesses of synchronizing symbols [a, q, sl, s2] match, and synchronizing subsequences 

BO’E generated by all processes when verifying the validity of an s1 or s2 have the same 

length. This occurs iff the synchronizing symbols [a, q, s1 ,s2] reflect correctly the 

configurations of M during an accepting computation, iff M accepts its input. 

Furthermore, the only processes of M’ that make a reversal on its counter are those 

spawned to verify the status of s1 or s2, and they make exactly one reversal. 

Hence, every r.e. language can be recognized by a one-counter one-reversal syn- 

chronized counter machine. 0 

Corollary 4.2. For any k, c 2 1 and any space-bound function s(n), SA-k-reversal-c-CA, 

SA-AUX-PDA(s(n)), SA-AUX-SA(s(n)), SA-AUX-NESA(s(n)) accept the class ofr.e. 

languages. 

5. Proof of the technical result 

We prove in this section the technical result mentioned and used in Section 3. Our 

objective is to show that L, + I 6 2DFA K, for n 3 1. We begin with the trivial case when 

n= 1. 

Lemma 5.1. L2 $2DFA K,. 

Proof. If there is some 2DFA transducer T that reduces L2 to K1 then we can modify 

T to obtain a 2DFA T’ which accepts L2 whenever T generates a word in (0, l>* = K 1. 

But this means that L2 must be regular, a contradiction. 0 

The proof is more involved when n 3 2. In the following, let T be a 2DFA transducer 

ofqstates with Z=l7={0,1, # > and aaq+ 1. We will beconcerned with inputs in the 
special form X,fJa+e14! # 0a+e2q! # . . . #()“+“n@ ST”. The next four lemmas establish 

the form of T(x) for such inputs. 

Lemma 5.2. Suppose T enters the input segment s = # Oa+iq! # , i 2 0, from the left (right) 

in state po,$rst exits s in some state pl, and, during that period, generates the output 

segment w. Then w = uvix for some u, v, and x depending only on a and PO. Further, the 

position and state of T when it exits s depend only on a and po. 
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Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that T enters s from the left; the other 

case is symmetric. Let T enter s at time to and first exit s at time tS. If, after entering s in 

state p,,, T never moves to the right of the ath zero then, because it is deterministic, 

Tnever moves to the right of the ath zero of # oO+iq! # for any i 3 0 after entering it in 

state pO. In this case, let u = w, and u = x = E. 

On the other hand, if T visits more than a zeros after entering s, then it must first 

visit the (q + 2) th zero (counting from the left) at some time t > to + q + 2 steps. Let pi be 

the state T is in at time ti, the last time T visits the ith zero before time t, 16 i < q + 1. 

Since T has only q states, there are some j < k such that pj= pk. Also, during the time 

period (tj, tk), T does not move to the left of the jth zero. Since T is deterministic and 

the input is unary, T repeats this “loop” of computation (moving to the right k-j 

squares after tk - tj steps) until it reaches the right #. 

Let 1= q!/(k-j). There are at least il iterations of this loop in the computation of 

Ton s. In this case, let U, v’, x be the words T outputs on input s during time periods 

(to, tk), (tj, tk), and (tk + (tk - tj)il+ 1, ts), respectively, and v = (v’)‘. 

Finally, note that whether Texits s from the left or right side depends only on a and 

po, and that varying i changes only the number of loops in the computation and not 

the final state pl. 0 

Lemma 5.3. On input x # 0” + iq! #y,i~0,Tgeneratesw=cIv’;~2v~...~,v~~,+1,where 

m, (Q#E: 1 dkdm}, and {ck: 1 dk<m+ l} depend only on T,x, y, and a. 

Proof. Consider the computation of T on x # oO+iq! # y, i 30. T enters and exits 

# Oa+iq! # m’ times, where m’ does not depend on i, because the final position and 

state of Teach time it exits s does not depend on i, by Lemma 5.2. Then the word that 

T outputs on x# oO+iq! #y can be expressed as b, z1 b2z2.. b,,z,, b,,,, + 1, where zk, 

1 d kdm’, is the word T outputs while visiting # O”+iq! # the kth time, and bk, 

1 d k <m’ + 1, are the words T outputs while visiting x or y. By Lemma 5.2, each zk can 

be written as tiLt$xL, 1 d kdm’. The lemma follows from setting x0 =E, and 

ck = .$ 1 bkUk, 1 d k d m’ + 1, and combining ck and ck + 1 whenever vk = E. 

kIlllla 5.4. on input x=oa+elq! #Oafezq! # . . . #(Ycenq!, where ek>O for 1 <kdn, 
/I s2 Tgenerates w=clvl c2v2 . . . m m c Jmc,+l, wherefkE{ek: l<kdn}for l<k<m,andm, 

(ck: 1 dk<m+ I}, (uk#&: 1 <k<m} depend only on T, a, and n. 

Proof. Follows from repeated applications of Lemma 5.3. 0 

The last three lemmas lead to the normal-form theorem for output words T(x), 
where X=Oa+elq! #O”+‘N! # . . . #o”+‘nq!. 

Theorem 5.5 (Normal form). Suppose T reduces L, to K,. for some n, n’ > 1. Then on 

input x=O~+~~~!#O~+~~~!# ... #O”+enq!, where ek>O for 1 dkdn, T generates 

w=w(l)#w(2)# ... #w(n’)EP, where each w(k), 1~ k<n’, has the form described in 

Lemma 5.4. 
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Proof. By Lemma 5.4, on input x, T generates w = c1 v~‘c~v{~ ..’ c,,,v~~c,,,+ 1, where 

fk~{~: 1 <k<n} for 1 Gkdm, and m, {c,: 1 <kdm+ l}, {a,: 1 <k<m) depend only 

on T, a, and n. Furthermore, since T is a reduction function to K,., no vk can contain 

a # symbol or else T generates too many #‘s for some word in L,. Hence, there are 

exactly n’ - 1 #‘s in w, and each # belongs to some ck. Since no vk is split, w can 

expressed as w (1) # w (2) # . . . # w(n’), each subword w(k) having the form described in 

Lemma 5.4. 0 

From now on, T,x, and y will be as defined in Theorem 5.5; furthermore, since the 

proof of Theorem 5.5 shows that each ei is independent of (vl 1, Ivll, . . . , Iv,I, we may 

assume that e,>2L(y) for each i, where L(y)=2~,,,,,,,lvkI+ 1. 

Now, since Theorem 5.5 guarantees that YET”‘, y$K,,, only when two of its 

subwords differ at some bit. When this is true, we say that y has a conJlict point. 
Suppose we change the value of some ei of x to obtain x’; will y’ = T(x’) have a conflict 

point too, and how does it relate to conflict points of y? The next definition and lemma 

give us some tools to deal with this question and its consequences. 

Definition 5.6. Suppose y(i)=c~v~~~v~~~~y(i,j)~~~~,~,ek~,+~, where vl, . . . ,v, are the 

loops generated by Oa+ekq! (called k-loops) in y(i) for some i,j, and k. Define 

i 

J. IhI if c,+~ =wIy(kW2~ 

Qy,i,j,k)= ix lot1 if v,““=~k”‘wlY(~~~h~ 
1sr<s 

,p f 
i ~~~=w~y(i,j)w~v~-~(~). 

If x$L,, then there are some ii and i2, l<i,<i,<n,andjsuchthaty(i,,j)#y(i,,j). 

We say that j is a conjict point of y (between subwords ii and i2). We say that j is 

k-invariant if I(y, iI, j, k) = l(y, i2, j, k), and k-variant otherwise. 

Intuitively, if T(x) has a k-invariant conflict point, then T(x’) also has a conflict 

point, where x’ is obtained from x by slightly varying ek. The following lemma 

formalizes this idea by describing the properties of the function 1. 

Lemma5.7. Letx=~“+“~~!#...#OU+e~~!#...#Oa’e~~!andy=T(~).F~rt~L(y),let 
X_,=OP+e,q! # ,.. #()a+(Pk-r)q! # ... #Oa+e,q!, XfzO(I+elq! # . . . #()a+(er+1)4! # . . . 

#)Cz+e,q!, y_,= T(x_,), and y,= T(x,). Then, for all i, j, j,, j,, il, and i2, the following 
hold: 

6) L(y)=L(yP,)=L(yJ 

l(y, i,j, k)<L(y), 
ifj, <j, then l(y, i, jI, k)<l(y, i,j2, k); 

(ii) ifj,-j,>L(y) then j2-l(y,i,j,,k)>j,-l(y,i,j,,k); 
(iii) y_,(i, j-tl(y, i, j, k))=y(i, j); 

(iv) y,(i,j+tl(y,i,j,k))=y(i,j); 
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(v) l(y,, i,j+tl(y, i,j, k),k’)=l(y, i,j, k’)for all k’; 
(vi) I(y_,, i,j--tl(y, i,j, k),k’)=l(y, i,j, k’) if k’#k, 

QY-,, 4j-Q~~ i,j, k)+s, k)=l(y, hj, k)f or some s equal to zero or the length 

of the k-loop y(i, j) belongs to; 

(vii) if O<j,--j,<L(y) then y_l(i,jI-l(y,i,j,,k))=y(i,j,) and y_I(i,j,- 

I(Y, i,jl, 4) =ykjd 

Proof. (i) Immediate from definition. 

(ii) (jz-ji)-(l(y, i,jz, k)-l(y, i,ji, k))>Uy)-Uy)=O. 
(iii) When ek is decremented by t, y_, is obtained from y by removing t instances 

of every k-loop in y. If y(i, j) belongs to a k-loop, then we remove the leftmost or 

rightmost t instances of that loop, depending on whether l(y, i, j, k) includes the length 

of that loop or not. The definition of 1 ensures that there are enough instances to be 

removed in both cases. Clearly, y_,(i, j-tl(y, i, j, k))=y(i, j). 

(iv) Similar to (iii). 

(v) Immediate from the definition of 1 if k#k’. If k=k’, adding instances does not 

change the number or the lengths of k-loops strictly preceding y(i, j). Furthermore, if 

y(i, j) belongs to a k-loop, then there are at least L(y) instances to the left of y(i, j) iff 

there are at least L(y) instances to the left of y,(i, j-t tl(y, i, j, k)). Hence, l(y, i, j, k)= 

4y,, i,j+ tl(y, Cj, 4, 4. 
(vi) Immediate from the definition of 1 if k # k’. If k = k’, removing instances does not 

change the number or the lengths of k-loops strictly preceding y(i, j). If y(i, j) belongs to 

the (L(y)+ l)th instance of some k-loop of length s, then y_ l(i, j- l(y, i, j, k)) belongs to 

the L(y)th instance of that k-loop. In this case, y_i(i,j- l(y, i, j, k)+s) belongs to the 

(L(y)+l)th instance, and l(y-,,i,j--l(y,i,j, k)+s, k) =l(y,i,j, k). Otherwise, l(y_,, 

i,j-&y, i,j, k),k)=l(y, 4j, k). 
(vii) Let 1, = l(y, i, j,, k) and 1, = I( y, i, j,, k). If 1, = l2 the result follows from (iii). 

Else, since 0<j2 -j, <L(y), it must be the case that y(i, j,) and y(i, j,) belong to the 

same k-loop, where s = l2 - 1, is the length of that loop. Furthermore, y_ 1 (i, j,) belongs 

to a nonleftmost instance, and y- 1 (i, j,) belongs to a nonrightmost instance, since 

e>2L(y). Hence, y-,(i,j,-_~)=y-l(i,jl-l1-s)=y_l(i,jl-II)=y(i,jl). Similarly, 

y-,(i,j2-l~)=y-~(i,j~-12+s)=y-~(i,j~-I~)=y(i,jz). 0 

We are now ready to describe the nature of conflict points of T(x) for inputs x of 

a special form. 

Lemma 5.8. Let x=O’+‘~~! # 0n+(2e+1)@ #O”+eq! # . #Oa+eq!Ern, y= T(x), and 

e> 2L(y). Let c be a conflict point of y between subwords iI and i2. Then c is l-variant, 
2-variant, and k-invariant for 3 <k < n. 

Proof. Define dk = l( y, iI, c, k) - l( y, i2, c, k) for 1 < k d n. Note that Jk < L(y) for all k. 
Consider the diophantine equation 

i skuk=o. 
k=l 
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If (Ul, U2, . . . , u,) is a solution to (l), and l&l <L(y) for all k then, by Lemma 
5.7(iii)_(vi), T(Oa’(2e+ul)q!#Oa+(2e+l+uZ)q!#Oa+(e+u3)q!# . ..#Oaf(e+u.)q!) has a con_ 

flict point at (c+Ci= 1 I(y, il, c, k)uk) between subwords i1 and i2. 

First, it follows from (1) that 6i #O, or else (l,O, . ,O) is a solution to (1) and, 

therefore, ~‘=Oa’(2e+‘)q!#Oa’(2e’l)q!#Oa’eq!# . ..#OP+e4!$& a contradiction. 

Similarly d2 #O, or else (0, - l,O, . . . ,O) is a solution to (1) and, therefore, ~‘=Oa+~~q! 
#0”+2”4!#Oa+eq!# . ..#Oa+eq!$L., a contradiction. Hence, c is l-variant and 2- 

variant. 

Now suppose 6,fO for some ~32. If 6, and 6, have the same sign, then 

(u1, u2,... , u,), where u1 = IIZ?~~, us=- 16i 1, and every other uk =O, is a solution to (1). 

But then the word obtained from x by adding Id,/ q! to the first exponent and reducing 

- I d1 I q! from the sth exponent is not in L,, a contradiction. So, the signs of 6, and 6, 

are different for s 3 2. 

So, if 6, #O for some s 3 3, then 6, and h2 have the same sign. Hence, (ul, u2, . . . , u,,), 

where u1 = 0, u2 = - 16, 1, u, = I d2 1, and uk = 0 for all other k, is a solution to (1). But then 

the word obtained from x by removing 16,1q! from the second exponent and adding 

16,lq! to the sth exponent is not in L,. This is a contradiction because 

e+Iu,I<e+L(y)<2e. Hence, c is k-invariant for 3<k<n. 0 

Theorem 5.9. There exist iI und i2 such that, for all x’=Oafzeq! #Oa+(2ef1)q! 
#O”+W! # ... #Oa+enq!~P, where 2L(y)<e<eifor 36i<n, y’=T(x’) has a conjict 

point between subwords iI and i2. Furthermore, the$rst such conflict point is l-variant, 

%-variant, and k-invariant for all other k. 

Proof. We use induction on e 3, . . , e,. When e3 = ... = e, = e, all conflict points of T(x) 

are l-variant, 2-variant, and k-invariant, 3 d k < n, by Lemma 5.8. In fact, the same 

proof applies when ei+ L(y)<2e, 3 bi< n. This establishes the basis. Choose and fix 

two subwords iI and i2 that witness a conflict point. 
For the induction step, let xt=Oaf2eq! +~()0+(2e+l)q! #Oa+(Q+f)q! # @‘feaq!-# 

.,. #(-ja+e”q! and suppose the theorem is true for x,, and xi. We show that the theorem 

is true also for x2. Let y,, y,, y2 be T(x,), T(x,), T(x,), and let c1 be the first conflict 

point of yl between iI and i2. By Lemma 5.7(iv) and (v), c2 =cl +l(y,, iI, cl, 3) is 

a conflict point of y, between iI and i 2, and c2 is l-variant, 2-variant, and k-invariant 

for all other k. 

If c2 is the first conflict point of y, between iI and i2, then we are done. Else, 

let c<cz be the first such conflict point. We note that c2 -c>,L(y), or else, by 

Lemma 57(vii), c-l(y,, iI, c2, 3)<c2-/(y2, i,, c2, 3)=c1 is a conflict point of y, 

that comes before ci, a contradiction. Also, c must be 3-variant, or else, by 

Lemma 5.7(ii), c-l(y,, i,, c, 3)<c2-l(y2, iI, c2, 3)=c, is a conflict point of y,, a 

contradiction. 

So, 

c2>c+L(y) (2) 
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and, without loss of generality, l(y,, iI, c, 3)>l(y,, iz, c, 3). Let II and l2 denote the 

last two quantities, respectively, p1 = c - I, and pz = c - 12. Then 

P2-/1 =p1--lz. (3) 

Since pr=c-l, <c-l, +L(y)-/(y2, il, c2, 3)<c2-/(yz, ir, c2, 3)=c, and similarly 

p2 <cl, and since c1 is the first conflict point of y,, 

Yl(h, Pl)=Yl(~l, Pl)=Y2h, C)fY2(&, c)=y,(iz, Pz)=Y,(i1, Pd (4) 

By Lemma 5.7(vi) there exist some sr and s 2, which are equal to either zero or the 

lengths of some k-loops, such that l(yl, i,, p1 +s,, 3)=1, and I(y,, iz,pz+sl, 3)=12. 

Since Ip1 +sl -pzl and Ipz +s2 -pl 1 are both less than L(y), by Lemma 5.7(vii), we 

have 

yr(il, P~)=Yo@I~ ~2-11) (5) 
and 

yr(i2, P~)=Yo(~~, p1 -12). (6) 

But then p2 -II =pl - I2 (from (3)) is a conflict point ofy, between ir and i2, because 

from (4)-(b) we have y,(ir, P~-/I)#Yo(~~, PI -1~). 
Let co be the first conflict point of y. between iI and i2. By induction hypothesis, 

co and c1 are 3-invariant. Hence, cl = co + I( y,, il, co, 3) or, equivalently, 

co=cl-I(y,,i,,c,,3). Otherwise, if 0<co+I(yo,i,,co,3)-c,<L(y) then, by 

Lemma 5.7(vii), cl -I(yo, il, co, 3)<co is a conflict point of y, that comes before 

C a contradiction; if co+l(yo, i,, co, 3)-cl&L(y) then by Lemma 5.7(ii), cl- 

&, z 1, cl, 3) <co is again a conflict point of y. that comes before co, a contradiction. 

Combining this with the fact that cl =c2-l(y2, il, c2, 3), we have 

CO=C~-I(Y~, il,c2, 3)-I(yl, il, cl, 3)<p2-II =c-12-ll 

and, hence, 

c,<c-/2-Ir SL(y)<c+L(y), 

which contradicts (2). 

So, no such c could exist and, therefore, c2 must be the first conflict point of y, 

between iI and iz. This proves the theorem. 0 

Figure 1 illustrates the idea in Theorem 5.9. Note that Theorem 5.9 still holds when 

the second segment of x is swapped with the kth segment for k>3. 

Theorem 5.10. L,+ 1 $ 2DFA K, ,for n 3 2. 

Proof. Fix an II 32 and suppose there is some 2DFA transducer T that reduces 

L n+l to K,. Let X=Oa+2eq!#Oa+(2r+l)¶!# ...#0a+(2e+l)4!Ern+l, y_T(x), and 

e>2L(y). Then it follows from Theorem 5.9 that, for each k>,2, there exist ik and j, 

such that the first conflict point ck of yEP between ik and j, is l-variant, k-variant, and 

k’-invariant for all other k’. We say that ck is only l-variant and k-variant. There are 

such II conflict points. 
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Y44 
C c2 

I 
I 

Yz(i2) I 
I 

Yl(4 

Yl(i2) 

YO(il) 

Yo(i2) 

Pl P2 Cl 
CI I v I 

h I ” I 

P2 - 11 co 
h I ” I 
h I v I 

Pl - 12 

Fig. 1. Conflict points between subwords i, and i2 of y,, y,, and y,. 

Partition (2, . . . , n+ l} into subsets Cr, C2, . . . , C,, such that if s and t are in the 

same subset then c, = c,. For each such subset S construct a graph G whose vertices are 

i, and j, nd whose edges connect i, and j, for all SES. G must be acyclic; otherwise, there 

is a cycle vl,vz,... , vI, and, without loss of generality, subwords ur and v2 are only 

l-variant, 2-variant, u2 and uj are only l-variant, 3-variant, . ,vl and u1 are only 

l-variant, (I + 1)-variant, with respect to the conflict point representing S. But the path 

from v1 to v1 implies that they are (1+ 1)-invariant, a contradiction. 

It is impossible to place such n conflict points on n subwords: we start with the 

largest conflict points, say those in C,, and select subwords ir and j, for all s~Cr. 

(C, I + pr subwords must be selected, where pr is the number of connected components 

of the graph for Cr, since each conflict point contributes a new vertex to a unique 

component, except for the first of that component, which contributes two. Afterward, 

all selected subwords in a component are effectively the same because c1 , cz, . . . , cl,-, I 

are the first conflict points for those subwords. Hence, after the first ICI 1 conflict 

points have been selected, only n-ICI I--p1 +pl =n-ICI1 subwords remain for 

n - I C1 1 conflict points. Continue this process until only 1 C,I subwords remain for the 

last set C,. But we need at least I C, I + 1 subwords. 

Hence, L, + 1 $GZDFA K, for n>2. 0 

Define U = {Oel #O” #O”: e, 3 e2 or e, 3 e3 >. Nonclosure under union for 

Y(2SUFA(k-proc)), k 2 2, follows from the next corollary and the observation that 

U is the union of two languages in .9’(2SUFA(2-proc)). 

Corollary 5.11. U $ ZDFA K,for any n 2.1. 

Proof. Suppose Tis a 2DFA transducer that reduces U to K, for some fixed IZ 2 1. Let 
x=Oa+P4! #yl+@+l)q! #Oa+@+l)q!, y= T(x), and e>2L(y). Since x$U, y must have 

a conflict point c. Using arguments similar to those in Lemma 5.8, we can show that 

a1,62, and d3 are not zero, and that the sign of 6r is different from that of d2 and h3. 
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Hence, x’ = Oo+eq! # 0 a+(e+ld,/)q! #Oa+(e-l621)4! 1 a so has a conflict point, but x’ is in U, 

a contradiction. Therefore, U $ ZDFA K, for any n 3 1. 0 
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